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Significance of societal customs in the South Sudan civil war resolution
Abstract (150 words)
The South Sudan’s intermittent conflicts and civil wars have attracted national, regional and
international interventions. Dominated by politically-led conventional ideologies of peace
approaches that revolve around suppression, negotiation and mediation, such approaches
have not achieved sustainable peace in the region. The case for societal customs presented
here demonstrates a contrary view. Historically, the Nilotic Lwo ethnic groups of South
Sudan, i.e. Dinka and Nuer, have fought each other but have also utilised their customs in
conflict resolution. The use of societal customs has prevailed at the grassroots level in the
face of intermittent inter-ethnic conflicts, which feed into civil wars. This article explores the
potential of societal customs in delivering sustainable peace even at a civil war level. It
highlights a way of exploring further the themes of customary laws and practises and
promotes thinking about how/why/when these can be useful in meeting local interests, values
and perspectives in the civil war resolution.
Keywords: South Sudan, Custom, Ceremonies/Rituals, Inter-ethnic Conflicts, Civil War,
Sustainable Peace.

Introduction (6794)
This article explores how societal customs are useful at inter-ethnic levels and relevant in the
civil war resolution. This work explores the bewildering sustainable peace ideology
concerning indigenous mechanisms and their relevance in modern conflicts (Adebayo et al.
2014). It focusses on how indigenous or customary peace practices in South Sudan can be
useful in the civil war resolution. Analysis on grass-roots peace approaches in the region
(Belay 2015b; Bradbury et al. 2006; Leonardi et al. 2010; Simonse and Kurimoto 2011) have
majorly focussed on customary arbitration, negotiation, mediation, the role of elders and
largely ignored societal customs (customary institutions and ceremonies/rituals). For
instance, the current peace process by the Intergovernmental Authority on Development
(IGAD) focuses on the conventional top-down negotiation and mediation (Iyob and
Khadiagala 2006; de Waal 2017) that excludes societal customs or traditional methods (Belay
2015b). Although authors (Jeong 2005; Mansell et al. 1995) argue societal customs are
limited, others, (Adebayo et al. 2014; Bradbury et al. 2006; Jeong 2005) indicate how
indigenous, customary or community-based peace mechanisms are prevalent and successful.
Adebayo et al. (2015:1), in particular, indicates ‘...cultural traditions are both the hallmark of
conflict transformation and peacebuilding, while at the same time, they are largely
illusionary.’ Leonardi et al. (2010) suggest the need to understand locals’ customs to prevent
premature conceptualisation of conflict management. Thus, this work explores customary
institutions and/or ceremonies/rituals, customs and practices of South Sudanese major ethnic
group, the Nilotic Lwo. Most specifically, its largest ethnic groups (Dinka and Nuer).
This work argues <PULLOUT>customary institutions and ceremonies/rituals are
essential not only in inter-ethnic conflict resolution but at national levels<PULLOUT>.
Unlike top-down methods, societal customs are both technical (use arbitration, adjudication,
negotiation and mediation) and practical (use of ceremonies/rituals) requiring those
knowledgeable in the local customs during implementation (Zartman 2007). Implementers of
ceremonies/rituals are the Nuer Kuar Kwac ‘spiritual leaders’ and the Dinka Bany Bith
‘priests’ or chiefs, women and herbalists (Manyok 2017; Schwabe 1987). Against this
backdrop, this article seeks to address three questions. First, what approaches do the Dinka
and Nuer have to address inter-ethnic disputes and their resolutions? Second, are these
approaches operational at a state level? Three, to what extent are these approaches relevant to
the civil war situation?
In answering these questions, the structure is as follows. First, it gathers primary data on what
constitutes societal customs (i.e. customary institutions, peace approaches or practices).
Secondary data supplements discussions on what these customs are, why they matter and
their relevance and ways of applying them to the civil war. Both interviewees and peace
literature indicate conflicts have persisted despite numerous conventional interventions, but
Dinka and Nuer communities have utilised local customs in reconciliation. The article shows
how features of societal customs (i.e. customary laws and practices) address locals’ interests,
values and perspectives of peace. Findings and discussions suggest that, by applying
customary institutions and ceremonies/rituals to the civil war peace processes, core issues
such as security and well-being, unity and togetherness, leisure and productivity, contribute
to sustainable peace. Conclusively, this article’s main contribution is an exploration of how
customary laws and practices are used to resolve inter-ethnic conflicts. Locals’ interests,
values and perspectives in security and well-being, unity and togetherness, and leisure and
productivity should be met to allow civil war resolution and deliver sustainable peace in the
region.
Methodology

To explore societal customs’ potential in the current South Sudan conflict resolution requires
a cultural-based approach. Both primary and secondary data were collected. As regards
primary data, ethnographic and anthropological aspects of face-to-face focus group
interviews (see table 1) were used. The purpose of focus groups was to explore what
approaches the Dinka and Nuer have to inter-ethnic disputes and their resolutions, their
operational ability and relevance at the state level or civil war situation? Key information
generally focussed on interviewees’ cultural peace practices, war stories, experiences,
knowledge and perspectives. Dinka and Nuer were chosen because, as communities, they
have fought each other or experienced intermittent inter-ethnic conflicts and civil wars, are
the majority ethnic groups and have well-structured and functional conflict management
institutions in South Sudan.
The informants are refugees in the Diaspora and peace actors with experience in the region. A
Leeds Sudanese Community Centre was identified in Leeds. Participants regularly attend the
centre, were found knowledgeable in more than 2-3 South Sudanese peace cultures and had
experienced ethnic conflicts or civil war. Interviews took place in 2013 and 2015.
Focus groups were chosen because they provide ‘anonymity’ to participants (Fern 1982:1).
The need to explore Dinka and Nuer experiences of peace approaches, inform research and
peace actors of their significance at community and civil war level necessitates focus groups
(Kitzinger 1994:104). Moreover, using focus groups uncovers information, (i.e. the themes:
customary laws and practices), that can be explored at depth to provide new ways of thinking
about how/why/when these can be applied to local’s interests, values and perspectives in a
civil war resolution.
Table 1: Summary of face-to-face interviews
Focus
Number of ethnic
Groups participants group

Youth

5

Dinka
Nuer

Women 5

Dinka
Nuer

Male

6

Dinka,
Nuer,
Acholi
and
Other

Total

16

Customary
Institutions/P
eace
approaches
and
ceremonies/rit
uals
Mabior, Cieng

Implementers

Words
associated
with ‘peaceness’ or
peace cultures

Chiefs/priests/s
piritual
leaders/women
or
herbalists
Mabior, Cieng Chiefs/priests/s
piritual
leaders/women
or
herbalists
Mabior, Cieng, Chiefs/priests/s
Mato Oput
piritual
leaders/women
or
herbalists

Security,
leisure,
provision,
togetherness
and
rituals.
Norms,
values,
obligations,
unity,
productivity,
wellbeing, rituals, songs,
poems and mediation.
Truth,
leisure,
consensus,
compensation,
family, kinship and
rituals negotiation.

Due to cultural sensitivity on mixing up the youth, women and men, and the need to obtain
views across all gender and age, these three focus groups with a total of sixteen interviewees
were found representative. Reasons for the mixed Dinka-Nuer focus groups were that: they
originate from a common ethnic group, practice very similar peace cultures and communitybuilding exercise. Participants of 2013 were not necessarily in the 2015 focus groups, but
categories stayed the same and revealed similar data. This sample is small and may not reflect
individual or views of all the Dinka and Nuer or South Sudanese.
Open-ended questions were suitable in allowing interviewees to tell their stories
spontaneously. These are:
1. What approaches do the Dinka and Nuer have to inter-ethnic disputes and their
resolutions?
2. Are these approaches operational at a state level?
3. To what extent are these approaches relevant to the civil war situation?
In answering these questions, members discursively narrated their peace and conflict
resolution stories, experiences as well as cultural practices at inter-ethnic levels. From their
narratives, words that frequently cropped were:
1) Youth Focus Group (YFG) - security, leisure and provision.
2) Women Focus Group (WFG) - norms, values, songs, poems, obligations, unity,
productivity, well-being and rituals.
3) Male Focus Group (MFG) - compensation, truth, consensus, family and kinship (Focus
Groups 2015).
As Clandinin, (2006:xv) indicates, analysis of the above data focussed on ‘…common
themes, metaphors, plotlines and so on to identify general themes or concepts.’ Thus, data
were coded, and three common themes emerged, i.e. customary laws, beliefs and practices. In
an attempt to be exhaustive, this article concentrates on only two aspects of societal customs:
customary laws and practices, discussed throughout this article.
The researcher conducted grass-roots peace research in the region earlier, so it fits well for all
focus groups to be facilitated by the researcher. Audio recording and field notes were
transcribed. Issues raised were expounded to give meaning, understanding and highlight the
potential of societal customs in delivering sustainable peace in the conflict-stricken South
Sudan (Connelly and Clandinin 1990).
Secondary data sources include newspapers, media talks, research reports and academic
literature. Discussed within the sphere of conflict resolution, peace-building and sustainable
peace, both. Personal stories and literature on societal customs highlight the need for South
Sudanese political leaders to draw from their histories and cultures, Adebayo et al. (2015),
and that peace actors recognise the role of ordinary people and their cultures in transforming
civil war situation.
Societal customs
What are societal customs?
Societal customs are obligatory community laws and practices that have been derived by the
community, from individual's and community’s economic, social and political experiences to
guide the society (Jok et al. 2004). Some societal customs are local agentive norms with a

potential to enable peace in deeply divided communities and contemporary conflicts
(Adebayo et al. 2015). Their core aim is to ensure peace in all sections of society and as such,
govern members’ lifestyles. Such laws cover domestic, community, leadership requirements,
and extend to inter-ethnic conflicts such as pastoralists-farmers relationship (Jok et al. 2004).
In Belay (2015b:2) study, Societal customs’ ‘importance and utility…strives to restore
balance and peace, settle conflicts or eliminate disputes and maintain social
harmony…facilitate ownership, strengthen group unity, and have greater resonance in
societies than Western conflict management approaches’
For example, the Abyei area is a land occupied by the Ngok Dinka (a section of Dinka
groups) for the past two centuries. It has good pasture and streams of rivers, such as Bahr el
Arab, Bahr el Ghazal and Kiir in the Northern Bahr al-Ghazi, flowing through it (Salman
2014). Seasonally, the Misseriya Baggara Arabs pastoralists travel south into this Ngok
Dinka farmers’ territory for pasture. Likewise, Lou Nuer pastoralists, a section of Nuer often
cross into Dinka land to graze their cattle (Brewer 2010). Conflicts over its use cause
intermittent inter-ethnic conflicts that feed into civil wars. Often the Sudan Arab-government
backs Misseriya Baggara Arabs and bombs the Ngok Dinka, thus intensifying the conflicts.
Historically, however to prevent inter-ethnic conflicts, Ngok Dinka create passage routes and
design laws to manage potential conflict with others. Such laws address issues on,
encroachment, destruction of property including other forms of misconduct and
compensation (Baines 2007; Belay 2015b). However, Jok (2011) indicates the 2005
Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) decided to create a permanent boundary to resolve
the conflict. Not only does this prevents the proper economic use of land but alienates local
laws instead of embracing and enhancing them. More recently, a peace-building attempt to
include local women from Misseriya and Ngok Dinka communities to tell their ‘stories,
poems and sing songs’, (attributes of societal customs usually associated with economic
activities and peace), was a step in the right direction (WFG 2013). At the intensity of the
Sudan second civil war, similar story-telling was a significant part in reconciling the Dinka
and Nuer (Wunlit 1999). Societal customs’ laws and practices accord respect to disputants’
economic practices. <PULLOUT>When it comes to compensation, cattle forms the
economic base and are most acceptable in reconciliation<PULLOUT>.
Societal customs feature customary laws, beliefs, and practices (Belay 2015b; Focus groups
2013: Jok et al. 2004) influence institutional setup, functionality and conflict management
approaches of each ethnic community (Machar 2015). Thus, we can begin to think more
creatively with what/why/how these societal customs are relevant and can apply to conflict
management and resolution of the civil war. To answer ‘what’ questions, we draw from
institutions and spiritual rituals such as Cieng ‘reaching out’, Mabior ‘a young white bull’
and Mato Oput ‘Drinking bitter herbs’, usually performed by chiefs/priests/spiritual
leaders/women or herbalists (Belay 2015b; Focus Groups 2013; Latigo 2008; Wunlit 1999).
These institutions and ceremonies/rituals are commonly practised by the major Nilotic Lwo
ethnic communities such as Dinka, Nuer, Anuak and Acholi to resolve intra and inter-ethnic
conflicts (Jok et al. 2004; Machar 2015). In their practice, the whole community's ‘peaceness’
is the focus. In this article, ‘peaceness’ implies, peace between people and their environment.
That is spirits, animals and the environment, thus, societal customs’ essential role is to ‘reach
out’ mitigate disputes, promote and re-establish relationships between humans and the
environment (Mbiti 1970). Their economic, social and political significance in ensuring
sustainable peace is articulated in focus groups that state:

Ceremonies/rituals are parts of the Dinka and Nuer lifestyle. An elder/spiritual leader male or
female decides on a suitable ceremony/ritual and notifies the community. All members are
summoned to attend. Each person is required to reveal what they know. After this, a bull is
slaughtered, perpetrators drink and are sprinkled with blood. The meat is cooked and shared.
Perpetrators are warned by the chiefs never to repeat such offences. In the end, the
communities are sprinkled with the remaining blood to cleanse them of anger, bad luck,
diseases, misfortunes, potential conflicts. The ‘chiefs make prosperity wishes’, and regular
interaction resumes after the event (Focus Groups 2013).
Why societal customs?
National peace cannot happen unless peace exists at local levels. Jok (2011:2) indicates South
Sudanese have a ‘…stronger sense of citizenship in their tribes than in the nation.’ To deliver
lasting peace and stability in South Sudan, the Dinka Cieng ritual (Deng 1980; 2000; Mbiti
1970), which implies unity or togetherness, could be very useful. This is because the success
of Cieng, Mabior and Mato Oput depend on community members (men, women, youth,
children and their customary practices) involvement (Jok et al. 2004; UNISFA 2017). It is
this holistic approach that is largely lacking and should be incorporated. Evidence by many
authors indicates that local, bottom-up or participatory peace and reconstruction approaches
seem to be more efficient in delivering change than the conventional top-down approaches
(Lederach 1997; Mansuri and Rao 2004). Aall and Crocker (2017:3) indicate the need for a
‘concerted action’ in peace building. Currently, the United Nations Development Program
agenda seeks to prevent conflicts and promote sustainable peace through government
institutions, officials and community members (UNISFA 2017). As such, the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), (2016:26-27), recognises the significant contribution
customs will make and therefore state:
‘Societies like that of South Sudan emerging from violent conflict, are characterized by weak
institutions, deep divides, destroyed infrastructure, a lack of rule of law, and more often than
not, a deeply distressed economy. Amidst all this, they are faced with the daunting tasks of
rebuilding the country, dealing with the violence of the past; combatting impunity; addressing
war-related trauma; reconciling the nation; and building a shared national vision. As violence
has touched all levels of society, all levels of society will be required to restore the broken
relationships and rebuild the country.’
Thus, it is essential that the Dinka and Nuer ethnic communities utilise rituals that unite,
work towards sustainable peace and rebuilding of South Sudan through their customs.
Moreover, further understanding into the potential for societal customs can be traced to the
historical inter-ethnic conflicts and their resolution, the South Sudan justice system and the
political peace dialogues.
Historical inter-ethnic conflicts
Before the civil wars and as far back as the 13th century, intermittent inter-ethnic conflicts
existed between the various Nilotic Lwo ethnic groups and others (Belay 2015b). The Nilotic
Lwo communities have a common ancestry, but have had historical disagreements and
engaged in deadly battles (Crazzolara 1950; Jok et al. 2004). Although these communities
have interacted in economic, social and political spheres, it appears that they have
continuously pursued incompatible goals (Belay 2015a:3). Wolff (2004) indicates these
communities interpret inter-ethnic conflict causes and potential resolution through a lens of
real and perceived ethnic marginalisation. The Dinka and the Nuer, in particular, view each
other and are viewed by others as aggressors due to their cattle raiding habit (Jok et al. 2004;
Kamwaria and Katola 2012). Disagreements over livelihoods or the tangible needs such as

land, resources, profits, political powers, flare into civil wars (Aall and Crocker 2017:3;
Belay 2015a:4). Fuelled by revenge, hatred and strong animosity, these inter-ethnic conflicts,
described by Wolff (2006) as traditional minorities’ type of conflicts, have become more
frequent and have fed into the numerous civil wars in Sudan and South Sudan. Despite these
communities’ socio-cultural linkages through intermarriages and proximity Kok (2011), their
conflict encounters have escalated into mass and brutal killing of the vulnerable (children,
disabled, women and the elderly), since the 1970s. The Dinka and Nuer being the most active
in this region’s inter-ethnic conflicts and civil wars, Belay (2015a, 4), the conflict is
characterised by ‘…armed conflict…, short-lived rebellions, actions by militias, armed gangs,
bands … and … freedom movements…’ (Wallensteen 2004:131). For instance, the Dinka
and Nuer youth who went to Bilpam with the motive to train and fight the Khartoum
government (the common enemy to both Dinka and Nuer), resorted to fighting each other’s
villages and the chiefs could neither disarm nor control them (Bedigen 2017). Whereas
community leaders/elders from either contacted the other for inter-ethnic conciliation, in the
top-down approaches, it is the political leaders who are invited for dialogues. The claim that
these customs are relevant is based on the fact that historically and to date, the Dinka and
Nuer fight but reach out to each other through Cieng, Mabior, Mato Oput, and Spear Master
‘swearing an oath’ rituals (Belay 2015b:7; Machar 2015).
The South Sudan justice system
The South Sudan justice system provides more understanding of the arguments for societal
customs’ relevance to civil war resolution. South Sudan has a dual legal system (Jok et al.
2004; Leonardi et al. 2010). Figure 1 shows the Judiciary comprises a six-tier court system,
government customary law courts utilise customary laws in case judgement (Jok et al.
2004:46). However, for reasons of relevance to this article’s core arguments, discussions will
focus on the lower or customary law courts (see figure 2) (Bedigen 2017:86). Figure 1
portrays smooth operation between community-based customary institutions, statutory
customary and law courts. Jok et al. (2004) indicate 90% of South Sudanese utilise customary
courts in resolving all disputes including murder, rape, mutilation, abduction, property rights,
and ownership. However, statutory court procedures follow colonial legal system so are
confusing to the locals who commonly withdraw their cases from the state justice system and
revert to customary institutions and ceremonies/rituals, outside the justice system (Belay
2015b; Jok et al. 2004; Leonardi et al. 2010). More, the customary institutions are free unlike
the statutory courts that require the payment of some fees the majority cannot afford.
Moreover, customary courts operations within state justice system, do not promote the level
of interaction through ‘ceremonies, dance and food sharing’ present in customary institutions
but majorly utilise services of customary leaders in case judgements (Women Focus Group
2013; Latigo, 2008). Just like IGAD negotiation and mediation (Iyob, and Khadiagala 2006;
Machar 2015), the system ‘delegitimises’ the local’s socio-cultural peace practises
(MacGinty and Richmond 2013:126). Thus, this article argues the holistic inclusion of local
institutions and ceremonies in the civil war peace process should not be underestimated, for
the inter-ethnic crimes are similar to civil war crimes and local practices ‘assert value
consensus and social cohesion’ vital in peacebuilding (Belay 2015b:3). Also, where wars
flare from minor land disputes (Jok 2011; UNISF 2017), it is reasonable to point out that
societal customs are a premature peace tool at the national level. <PULLOUT>This implies
statutory customary court, as it is, does not contribute to future inter-communal unity
and civil war resolution<PULLOUT>. Relevant international laws, most especially the
humanitarian laws could enhance them.

Figure 1: New Sudan Judicial System –Court Hierarchy
Court of Appeal

High Court

Statutory Law Courts

County Court

Payam Court

Regional Court B

Customary Law Courts

Chief’s Court A

Source: Jok et al. 2004: 46

Figure 2: Customary institution court hierarchy, disputes/crimes and the
New South Sudan Justice System
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abduction

3.
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4.
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Statutory Law
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Customary Law Courts
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1.

Regional Court B
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Source: Bedigen 2017: 86

Political peace dialogues
The political body that is responsible for the South Sudan peace dialogue is the
Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) (Iyob and Khadiagala 2006; Wol
2014). In 2005, IGAD involvement led to the Comprehensive Peace Agreement which
granted autonomy to South Sudan and recognised societal customs as the basis of its
governance (Jok 2011). Its provisions state that ‘...the people of Sudan share a common
heritage and aspirations…religion, customs and traditions are a source of moral strength and

inspiration...’ And that an establishment of a democratic system of governance would
promote ‘the cultural, ethnic, racial, religious and linguistic diversity and gender equality of
the people of Sudan.’ (Yearbook of Islamic and Middle Eastern Law Online n.d: 305).
Majority South Sudan delegates to (IGAD), Iyob and Khadiagala (2006), are political leaders
from Dinka and Nuer ethnic groups (Sudan Tribune 2018). Their involvement provides an
opportunity for them to draw from their customary peace cultures (Bedigen 2017) rather than
apply unfamiliar top-down negotiation and mediation approaches (de Waal and Flint 2005).
Authors Jok et al. (2004), Leonardi et al. (2010), Machar (2015) indicate other South
Sudanese ethnic groups use similar but less known customs, and support major political
groups, i.e. The Sudan People's Liberation Movement (SPLA/M)-predominantly Dinka and
The Sudan People's Liberation Movement-in-Opposition (SPLA/M-IO)-predominantly Nuer.
Thus, applying Cieng, Mabior and Mato Oput mediation, negotiation and cleansing rituals at
a national level is contextual, logical and should be understood by ‘re-conceptualisation’ of
peacebuilding at national levels (MacGinty and Richmond 2013:102). But how might societal
customs be applied?
Findings and discussions: Applying societal customs to civil war
Societal customs, entrenched in the local people's traditions aim to achieve sustainable peace
and development through consensus in cultural tenets. Societal customs allow ‘social
decision-making’ (Zartman 2007:8). Interviewees indicate core issues in meeting locals’
interests, values and perspectives include: ‘security and well-being’, ‘unity and togetherness’,
and ‘leisure and productivity’ (Focus groups 2015). This article identifies these three as core
peace-building blocks in societal customs, but are not being met by conventional top-down
peace processes. As such, in applying societal customs to the civil war, there is a need to
contextualise interests, values, and perspectives in any given peace process that seeks to
deliver sustainable peace (Belay 2015b:1). Asante (2003) indicates this Afrocentric or
contextualised-based approach should be at the core of problem-solving. Likewise, Francis
highlights that ‘Peace anywhere must be made by the people who live there’ (Francis
2004:43). Moreover, Galtung, expounds on this ideology of sustainable peace, by indicating
that peace culture should embrace language, art, ideology, and religion, to guarantee
permanent and lasting peace-building (Galtung 1996). Societal customs are significant
because they consist of conflict resolution peace approaches that are ‘grounded in the local
social context’ (Belay 2015b; Machar 2015:3). For example, customs such as Cieng, Mabior
and Mato Oput are part of Dinka-Nuer daily lifestyles. There is a greater need to know
‘when’ the local’s interests, values, and perspectives can be welcome in a civil war situation.
The question is whether the current top-down peace initiatives view societal customs as a
necessity in the initial stages of civil war peace processes. Based on context-based approach,
top-down methods should involve all community members’ interests, values and perspectives
on start.
Security and well-being
Applying societal customs to the civil war situation considers both the victims’ and
perpetrators’ interests, values, and perspectives (WFG 2013). During the second civil war,
government aerial bombings on civilians disregarded the locals’ security interests and
worsened conflicts (Reeves 2012). In turn, civilians and community armed groups mounted
attacks on government infrastructures and personnel. As indicated by de Waal (2014), the
targeted attacks of the second civil war (1983-2005) are similar to the 2013 civil war. The
consequence was, the majority of local people lost trust in the government's ability to meet

their security needs, continued to draw from their valuable cultural practices to govern
themselves as well as mediate conflicts through customary institutions. Women’s and men’s
focus groups reveal that before negotiations, chiefs order combatants to stop fighting to
ensure communities’ security. In the post-conflict peace-building for instance, ‘well-being of
victims (women and children) are catered for by formalising abductors-abductees marriages’
(Focus Groups 2015). Such Community-based negotiation produce ‘outcome durability’
(Zartman 2007:2). For, revenge attacks that flare into civil war can occur if victims are not
settled this way. For example, during the Wunlit Dinka-Nuer negotiation, women abductees’
interest to stay with their abductor husbands, influenced by the value accorded to marriage
and stigmatisation of single/unmarried returnees were met. The chiefs' decisions on
‘compensation, resettlement’ and formalisation of marriages of abductees to perpetrators
were essential (MFG 2015). It helped achieve the societal customs' aims of conciliation and
co-existence (Jabs 2014; Belay 2015b:3). By utilising Mabior ritual to cleanse the
perpetrators and abductees (Schenkel 2015; Wunlit 1999), relative peace was achieved.
Although the CPA provided an interim constitution, emphasising that its source should be in
the values of South Sudan’s ethnic communities, the Dinka-Nuer conciliation and coexistence perspective on security and well-being appear contrary to the
conventional/international law. For instance, in handling the civil war perpetrators,
International Criminal Court (ICC) labelled perpetrators criminals, and threats of arrests
furthered disintegration between communities (ICC 2015; Macdonald 2017). Thus, some
warlords like Joseph Kony, the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) leader launch fresh attacks on
civilians (Macdonald 2017). It is imperative peace actors seek to understand locals’ interests,
values and perspectives about security and well-being before intervention.
Further, given the high level of continuous devastation, conventional methods appear to be
insensitive to the local people's plight. They are reliant on ‘linear’ protocols that, since the
first Sudan civil war (of 1955), have contributed to fragile peace agreements such as the 1972
Addis Abba agreement and the 2005 Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) (Belay 2015a;
MacGinty and Richmond 2013:4). The CPA did grant South Sudanese autonomy but did not
end the war at inter-ethnic levels. It helped found political positions for war Lords whose
interests were not in working toward sustainable peace for future development. Wol (2014,
3), highlights the 2013-2014 IGAD inefficient peace process and says that ‘There was no
occasion where the IGAD-led mediation allowed the warring parties to sit and discuss the
root causes of the conflict’ The act of sitting to talk with locals could help reveal perspectives
on peace, security and well-being. The question remains why international perspectives take
priority on perpetrator-victim handling at national levels. This article seeks to argue that even
though limitations exist within societal customs, Jeong (2005), for example in the handling
of ‘victim’s rights’ as seen in adductor-abductee marriages, they are still viable in delivering
sustainable peace as such unions prevent retaliation (Jok et al. 2004; Leonardi et al. 2010).
Interviewees indicate the Acholi of both South Sudan and Northern Uganda utilised Mato
Oput to cleanse and reintegrate both victims and perpetrators, and Cieng was utilised by
Dinka and Nuer to disarm, cleanse and reintegrate ex-combatants.
Unity and togetherness
Mbiti (1970) indicates that the African concept of humanity is constituent of two principles:
unity and togetherness. In the context of this work, this implies the local people, family,
community or neighbourhood and their creations – such as conflict resolution methods.
Mbiti’s work further shows that humanity and its environment are a collective identity. For
instance, during peace-making, humans utilise animals, herbs and may hold cleansing
ceremonies/rituals in the forests. These two principles are embedded in the Dinka and Nuer

ethnic community’s belief of itself. For instance, interviewees indicate that the Dinka refer to
themselves as the ‘people of the people’, and the Nuer or Naath as they prefer to be called
refer to themselves as Diel ’clan or unit’ (Focus groups 2013). As such, these two principles
run through the community's political, religious, economic, philosophic and social (family,
lineage and clan association) systems. Jabs (2014) explain that the concept of togetherness is
the ideal of human relationships, family and community as well as integrity and dignity.
Togetherness puts emphasis on harmony and interdependence, in that what affects an
individual is believed to affect the whole family and community. Kamwara and Katola (2012)
indicate that unity is doing things together as a family, blood relations, or demonstrating
oneness. While unity implies combining the victim’s and perpetrator’s societal customs in an
inter-ethnic conflict resolution process, togetherness is the cooperation in doing so. Thus,
these principles call for all men, women, the young and opposition to forget the evil past and
commit to peacebuilding, for a common benefit (Bedigen 2017).
<PULLOUT>Unity and togetherness cultivate a sense of belonging and satisfaction in
members as well as guide the communities’ interests, values, and perspectives
throughout the peace process<PULLOUT> The success of conflict causes’ ‘investigation
and resolution lies in unity and togetherness’ (MFG 2015). These two principles are inbuilt in
Cieng practice that expects all members to participate (Deng 1980; 2013). Thus, the
interrogation process is inclusive of all actors in the conflict (Belay 2015b). For example,
both passive and active actors or individuals, family, extended family, clan, community
members, friends, and neighbours are all interrogated to establish facts. The advantages of
these principles are that no one is left uninformed, nor isolated from any aspects of the
society and harmonious relationships, irrespective of their past actions or social affiliation
(Belay 2015b). Adding, Jabs (2014) indicates customary approaches emphasise an
individual’s responsibilities and obligations to their family, kin, village or community to
which they are part. As such, a community in unity demonstrates their deeper aspirations for
peaceful living through voluntary participation in matters of concern (Adebayo et al. 2014;
Gatkuoth 2010). Because peaceness is inclusive of all humans and their environment, refusal
to participate is believed to attract illnesses or misfortunes that not only affect an individual
but the whole community. For example, Mato Oput and Mabior rituals involve ‘stepping on
an egg’ and ‘washing of feet’ to cleanse perpetrators, victims and non-intended crimes such
as those abductees ordered to kill (Latigo 2008; Wunlit 1999). Adding, Kamwaria and Katola
(2012) indicate that the Dinka concepts of health and illness encapsulate Cieng cleansing
rituals, whose aims are conflict-prevention and peace-making that is only possible to achieve
through unity and togetherness. This perspective of unity and togetherness during arbitration
can be seen to be insensitive, lacking in quality and concern in human rights as the justice
process appears un-strategic, coercive and prolonged (Mansell et al. 1995).
Also, societal customs can be contradictory as ‘customary laws require men to unite and
work together in providing security’ to their family/community (YFG 2013). At times, this
security role can be overstepped. During the civil war, for example, Dinka and Nuer
community guards transformed into militia groups that caused violence within their
communities (Kok 2011). On a positive note, the Dinka Cieng assumption that conflict
affects all community members means it is sensible to be inclusive (Kamwara and Katola
2012). Unlike top-down approaches which involve mainly political leaders, exclude
community members and isolate perpetrators throughout trial and imprisonment.
Leisure and productivity

Conventional methods are concerned with the streamlined protocol that starts with the legal
classification of war before the intervention (Pantuliano 2009). Once the intervention has
taken place, peace actors become involved in lengthy negotiations, which exclude ‘workleisure’ activities and ultimately delays ‘productivity’ (WFG 2015). The current IGAD
negotiation excludes Cieng and Mabior practices (Jok 2011) where work-leisure activities,
such as ‘hunting’, ‘fishing’, ‘harvesting’, ‘dancing’ and ‘visitations’ are part of resolving
disputes and rebuilding relationships (YFG 2015). After the Wunlit conference, chiefs
encouraged members to visit each other’s communities and be involved in these kinds of
social activities (Wunlit 1999). Wunlit kept communities in peace for nearly a decade. This is
contrary to killings, property destruction, abductions, and all other war-related forms of
suffering that continue despite the conventional politically-led negotiations (Prunier 2005).
For instance, since 1983, various pro-western conflict resolution attempts have taken place at
the national level. To pursue a resolution, the United Nations (UN), African Union (AU) and
regional governments through IGAD (de Waal 2017; Iyob and Khadiagala 2006), have led
and implemented conventional methods of conflict resolution, such as Torit conference
(Simonse and Kurimoto 2011). At local levels, foreign-led youth and elders’ peace training
workshops, seminars and conferences have taken place (Simonse and Kurimoto 2011; Wunlit
1999). However, such top-down approaches that require locals to learn new peace-building
skills and knowledge rather than build on the existing have not delivered sustainable peace in
South Sudan. Inserting local peace-building leisure and productive activities in the
conventional top-down style civil war resolution should provide a better resolution
process/outcome. This claim is made on the basis that, leisure and productivity encourage
creativity in peace-building, co-existence and eventually prevent the greater impact of famine
and war.
Although locals’ interests and values can be met through careful consideration of their
perspectives on security and well-being, unity and togetherness, leisure and productivity, this
article recognises that limitations exist in applying societal customs to the civil war situation.
In a full-blown conflict, it might be too slow as it takes time to identify and organise suitable
ceremonies/rituals (Mbiti 1970; Ogot 1999). Adding, these ceremonies are considered divine
(Belay 2015b; Mbiti 1970) and must be spear-headed by a spiritual, customary leader, and the
lead-perpetrator must be present. Interviewees indicate ‘the Acholi community in South
Sudan cannot perform all aspects of Mato Oput rehabilitation ritual while Kony, LRA leader
is absent’ (MFG 2014). Likewise, Mabior or Cieng cleansing rituals cannot come to
completion while both the SPLA/M and SPLA/IO are still fighting. Societal customs
encourage a peace process to start once fighting and bloodshed has ceased. Based on this, and
where western or conventional theories emphasis ‘linear and logical’ reconciliation
processes, merging both top-down and bottom-up approaches might prove a challenge but
possible and beneficial to IGAD negotiations (Pantuliano 2009:135). This raises questions on
what an ideal peace approach is and how different actors should understand it. While
trajectories remain different, researchers are indebted to explore context-based peace
approaches further, highlighting possibilities of their inclusion.
Conclusion
This article demonstrates societal customs prevalence, significance, and relevance in the
South Sudan civil war situation. There is a general concern (in particular among locals) that
the manner in which inter-ethnic and civil war crimes are subject to conventional top-down
peace process cannot reconcile deeply divided communities and produce sustainable peace.
As a consequence of this general concern – a few have started to engage versions of societal
customs that would ultimately shape, if not alter the current socio-political reality. Moreover,

when customary laws and practises are excluded from national peace processes, achieving
conciliation through a regional politically-led version of a conventional top-down peace
process proves even more difficult. As seen in the 2013 civil war causes (de Waal 2017;
Machar 2015), the absence of local peace approaches at the IGAD-led peace process not only
encourages inter-ethnic violence but also constitutes neglect of communities’ interests, values
and perspectives. Ultimately, this slows the transition process and delays the much needed
sustainable peace. If societal customs are the basis upon which the Dinka and Nuer, and other
South Sudanese reconcile, Jok et al. (2004:2011), ignoring them hinder the essence of
community involvement in peace processes.
It is unjust to judge traditional conflict resolution methods by international standards, for the
reason that the two cannot compare. This is because doubts over customary peace
approaches’ capability at a state level and the extent to which they are relevant to the civil
war situation rest upon the dominant Eurocentric ideology that African nations are incapable
of resolving their problems (Gebre et al. 2017). One could argue the absence of customary
institutions and ceremonies/rituals at the national peace processes make achieving sustainable
peace even harder. Lack of a platform where victims, perpetrators and other community
members can tell their stories and participate in the peace-building socio-economic activities
foster sentiments that flare inter-ethnic conflicts into civil wars.
This exploration strengthens earlier views by the United Nations Development Programme
that ‘…all levels of society will be required to restore the broken relationships and rebuild the
country’ (UNDP 2016:27). The challenges towards this goal include the regional-led and
political context in which South Sudan civil war peace processes are run, difficulty in
choosing suitable customs and capable customary-based leadership. Moreover, considering
the humanitarian crisis, Aall and Crocker (2017), and the internationally-sponsored IGAD
peace processes, one questions if societal customs will ever be a priority?
Also, the role societal customs should play in the resolution of a civil war remains underresearched and has to be implemented by various grassroots actors involved in peace work.
Arguments provided here may be premature to resolve the ongoing conflict but provides
crucial information that can be useful to the current peace processes. Also, the justice system
constitutes of societal customs, and that majority prefer it in resolving all disputes, a
deliberate insertion of these customs into IGAD peace processes may produce a better
outcome.
To conclude, this exploration has shown what societal customs are, their position in the
national system, capability in inter-ethnic conflicts and relevance in the civil war situation.
The Dinka and Nuer have mostly utilised Cieng, Mabior and Mato Oput institutions,
customary laws and practises in the resolution of inter-ethnic crimes similar to civil war
crimes, and the maintenance of peaceness. While this is undeniably a significant role societal
customs play, this article argues its potential at civil war resolution is mostly unexploited.
The absolute absence of locals and their cultures at IGAD peace processes can have a
disempowering impact on the communities and the nation at large. It alienates the locals and
their cultures in constructing the socio-cultural and national identity that help keep
sustainable peace. This work highlights a way of exploring further the themes (customary
laws and practises) and of thinking about how/why/when these can be applied to local’s
interests, values and perspectives in the local conflict management and civil war resolution.
<PULLOUT>Thus, by taking note of localised customs that shape peace culture in the
region, we can begin to employ more creatively with the critical ‘relevance’ question.
<PULLOUT>
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